Meet the VCs that are
ready to meet you
We make it easier to find the cash to fund your startup.
Oracle for Startups puts you in front of the investors
looking specifically for startups like yours.

We can help you meet your VC match
•

We don’t take equity

•

Expert mentorship on product/market fit

•

Pitch deck critiques and optimization

•

Support with budget planning

Build your business with benefits
•

Free cloud credits and 70% discount for two years

•

Introductions to Oracle’s global network of customers*

•

Partner ecosystem including incubators, accelerators,
and venture funds

•

Access to Oracle product teams and integrations*

•

Exposure at Oracle and 3rd party events including
speaking sessions, exhibit booths, analyst interviews,
and customer roundtables*

•

Publication opportunities on media, blogs, and social
media channels*

•

Mentorship from experienced subject matter experts

•

Hands-on technical support from cloud coaches
Email JD to get started
jd.weinstein@oracle.com

* Available to qualifying startups
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Connections that deliver
Here’s a look at some of the connections we’ve
helped startups make.
•

BotSupply, a conversational data platform
headquarterd in Denmark, met their
institutional investors—CVX—through
Oracle’s VC Connect.

•

Logstore, a Brazilian logistics startup, met
their lead institutional seed investor Domo
Invest through a curated VC pitch day.

•

Molecula, a U.S. based feature store that
prepares data for machine learning, was
introduced to one of its early seed investors
through Oracle VC Connect.

“VC Connect helps startup founders scale their
companies through customer connections and
venture capital financing, no matter where they’re
based. We expedite the fundraising process
by curating industry VC connections, hosting
consortiums and demo days, and leading
investor readiness trainings.”
— JD Weinstein
Global Head of VC Connect, Oracle for Startups

